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ABSTRACT: This paper presents theoretical and experimental study to investigate the thermal performance of 

parabolic trough collector (PTC) manufactured in Iraq, Kirkuk by local facilities. The construction of (PTC) 

was made of 1.5 m length and 1 m width with 70° rim angle. An aluminum plate used as a reflector and it’s 

covered with solar film in order to increase the reflectivity of the receiver. A copper tube used as an absorber 

and covered with an evacuated glass tube. Therminol VP-1 used as heat transfer fluid (HTF) because of its 

ability to transfer heat at high temperature. The solar collector also contains thermal storage works as a heat 

exchanger which is used to cool the oil with the water. The oil passes through the shell and the water passes 

through 25 mm copper tube coil. The operation condition was carried out under the oil flow rate of (0.014 – 

0.028) kg/s and water flow rate of (0.01 – 0.044) kg/s. The practical result of (PTC) shows that the highest heat 

gain by the water was about 84% when the ratio between oil and water was 0.34 with water flow rate 0.044 

kg/s. While the highest heat gain by the oil was (1698.76)W.h when the oil flow rate was about 0.015 kg/s. The 

maximum thermal efficiency was about 69.33%, although the direct solar radiation rate was about 350.41 

W/m
2
. On the other hand, the collector thermal efficiency was determined according to ASHRAE Standard 93 

(1986) and compared it with another researcher's result. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the energy field, the world is facing a critical challenge with the increasing of the depletion of coal, 

oil and natural gas. Currently, the increase in population will increase the average energy consumption, 

population growth from (1.3 – 2)% per year and this range expected to be doubled over 60 years. For these 

reasons, researchers have now focused on alternative and renewable sources as opposed to conventional fossil 

fuels [1]. Renewable energy technologies are the base stone of humanneeds and have attracted much attention 

over the last 15 years. This has led many researchers to find ways to exploit renewable energy resources such as 

solar energy, wind, waves, tides, etc. ), As they are less polluting for the environment and contribute to reducing 

the consumption of other energy sources [2].Solar energy is the most important source of renewable energy 

because it is available in vast quantities that exceeded the needs of the universe. The energy provided by the sun 

to the Earth is enormous. The amount of solar radiation reaching us is about 10,000 times the global energy 

consumption per year. Solar energy has been given priority over other energy sources because it is sustainable 

energy, less polluting to the environment and most characterized by its ability to meet the needs of humanity [3]. 

Parabolic trough collector (PTC) is a type of concentration collectors which prepared the most proven solar 

energy technologies at this time. These collectors are characterized by its ability to track the sun where the 

reflector focuses the beam solar radiation to the focal line of the collecting tube to heat the fluid passing through 

it, whether water or oil and the heat transfer fluid (HTF) may reach 400°C [4]. Coccia et al [5], presents a 

prototype of a PTC with small concentration ratioand 90°C rim angle. the test was performed depending on the 

ASHRAE Standard 93 (2010). Which results shows the equation of the collector’s thermal efficiency which the 

intercept of it equals 0.658 either the slope was equals –o.683 and the maximum HTF was reached 85°C. 

ValanArasu and Sornakumar [6], studied the design and manufacturing of 90° rim angle PTC for generating hot 

water. The performance of the collector found according to ASHRAE Standard 93 (1986) which indicated a 

high accuracy of PTC.The objective of the current work is to study the theoretical and experimental thermal 

performance of the Parabolic trough collector (PTC) by designing and manufacturing a 1.5m
2
 solar collector 

http://www.ajer.org/
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which contains an evacuated receiver. Tests are conducted within four months at the (PTC), from March to June 

2018 and the results are compared with reference to ASHRAE 93 (1983), to check the results of the tests. 

 

II. DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
 According to the target plan, PTC was manufactured from locally available materials after the 

completion of the design process which is based on the following relations where PTC is designed by the 

equivalent equation according to coordinates (x, y), is given by [7] : 

𝑦2 = 4𝑓𝑥                                                                                  (1) 

Where 

y
2
= (W/2)

2
     and     x= hp    (2) 

Substituting (2) into (1) and rearranging  

ℎ𝑝 =
𝑊2

16𝑓
    (3) 

The main dimension of the collector shown in Fig (1) can be calculated using a set of equations as [7]: 

𝑓 =
𝑊

4 tan  
𝜃𝑟
2

 
   (4) 

Another important dimension is the arc length of the parabola curve can be found from Eq. (5) [8]: 

𝑆𝑝 =  
𝑊

2
 (

4ℎ𝑝

𝑊
)2 + 1 + 2𝑓 ln  

4ℎ𝑝

𝑊
+  (

4ℎ𝑝

𝑊
)2 + 1    (5) 

And the maximum radius of the parabola rr can be calculated from Eq. (6) [9]: 

𝑟𝑟 =
2𝑓

1+cos 𝜃𝑟
        (6) 

The radius of the parabola R was found using the AutoCAD software program, and it turned out to be 0.8 

meters,while the rim angle 𝜃𝑟  was calculated by [9]: 

𝜃𝑟 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1  
8(

𝑓

𝑊
)

16(
𝑓

𝑊
)2−1

 =  𝑠𝑖𝑛−1  
𝑊

2𝑟𝑟
     (7) 

Another important parameter of the PTC is concentration ratio CR which can be defined as a ratio between 

aperture area and receiver area [10] : 

𝐶𝑅 =
𝐴𝑎

𝐴𝑟
=

(𝑊−𝐷𝑟 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 )

𝜋  𝐷𝑟 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
      (8) 

 

Table I shows the geometrical dimensions of TCD according to the above relations. 

 

TABLE I.  Some collector dimensions 
Term Symbol Value 

Length L 1.5 m 

Width W 1 m 

Focal length f 0.357 m 

Rim angle θr 70° 

Max.radius of parabola rr 0.532 m 
Height of parabola hp 0.175 m 

The radius of the arc R 0.8 m 

Arc length Sp 1.079 m 

 

 
Fig.1. Some basic PTC dimensions 
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III. SUN TRACKING SYSTEM 
 The solar system has a tracking system to track the sun in the two directions for PTC. The first semi-

horizontal rotation of the PTC to track the sun from sunrise to sunset and the other movement of the PTC is 

vertical to up according to the incident angle of the sun to ensure that the radiation of the PTC is reflected along 

the receiving tube. And some main parts of the PTC system from Fig. 2 were described in TABLE II. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Parabolic trough collector (PTC) 

 
TABLE II.  Main parts of the sun collector system 

No. Description 

1 Receiver tube 

2 PTC 

3 Sun tracking system 

4 Storage tank 

  

IV. THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF THE PTC 
 Experimental efficiency ηEXP defined as the ratio between the useful energy gain by the circulating oil 

through the system to the total solar energy which reaches the collector and it can be expressed mathematically 

as [10 and 11]: 

𝜂𝐸𝑥𝑝 =  
𝑄𝑢𝑠𝑓

𝑄𝑆𝑜𝑙 ,𝑖𝑛
=

𝑄𝑢𝑠𝑓

𝐼𝑏𝐴𝑎
    (9) 

And energy gained can be calculated from the following equations [7]: 

𝑄𝑄𝑢𝑠𝑓
= ṁ𝑜𝐶𝑝𝑓 𝑇𝑜 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛  (10) 

 𝑄𝑄𝑢𝑠𝑓
= 𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑎  𝑆 −

𝑈𝐿 𝑇𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛 −𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏  

𝐶𝑅
  (11) 

Of both Eq. (9 and 11) obtains a linear relationship with the thermal efficiency of the PTC, expressed of it [12]: 

𝜂𝑡ℎ = 𝐹𝑅  𝜂𝑜 −
𝑈𝐿 𝑇𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛 −𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏  

𝐼𝑏𝐶𝑅
    (12) 

Where FR is a thermal removal factor and is calculated from [10]: 

F" =
𝐹𝑅

 𝐹′
=

ṁ𝑜𝐶𝑝𝑓

𝐴𝑟 ,𝑜𝑈𝐿𝐹′
 1 − 𝑒

(−
𝐴𝑟𝑈𝐿𝐹 ′

ṁ𝑜𝐶𝑝 𝑓
)
   (13) 

Where F" is a collector flow factor and is calculated as the following [10]: 

F′ =
𝑈𝑜

𝑈𝐿
=

1
𝑈𝐿

 

1

𝑈𝐿
 + 

𝐷𝑟 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
ℎ𝑓𝐷𝑟 ,𝑖𝑛

  + 
𝐷𝑟 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ln

𝐷𝑟 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐷𝑟 ,𝑖𝑛

2𝐾

             (14) 

Where the heat gain from water and storage tank calculated as the following [13]: 

𝑄𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 𝑚 𝑤𝐶𝑝𝑤 𝑇𝑤 ,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑤 ,𝑖𝑛    (15) 

𝑄𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘 = 𝑄𝑜𝑖𝑙 − 𝑄𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟   (16) 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Energy analysis and thermal efficiency of the PTC 

 Set of experiments were carried out on the PTC for four months starting from March until the end of 

June2018, in order to obtain acceptable results, the weather data were selected in energy analysis on days 

thaterew clear and cloud-free. Fig.3shows the energy analysis of the solar complex on 27th March 2018, when 

the oil flow rate was 0.015 kg /sec. The total energy gain from the oil flow through the receiver was about 

1636.26 W-h from 3639.21 W-h that reached the receiver, 84% was used to heat the water and the remaining 

quantity was stored in the tank. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Energy analysis for PTC on 27

th 
March 

 

 Figure. 4 show the result of the energy analysis on 17
th 

April 2018, when the oil flow rate was 0.015 

kg/sec. Where the total energy gain from the receiver was about 1698.7W-h from 2437.13W-h that reached to 

the receiver, 51.5% of which was used to water heating and the remaining quantity of energy was stored in the 

storage tank. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Energy analysis for PTC on 17

th 
April 

 

 Figure. 5 refers to energy analysis on 28
th 

May 2018, when the flow rate of the oil mass was about 

0.028 kg / s through the receiving tube. The amount of energy that reached the PTC from the reflection of the 

radiation energy was about 2080.58W-h, of which 58% was transferred to the reservoir by the oil circulation in 

the closed system between the receiver and the tank, which called useful energy and 19% of it has been 

converted to water heating, While the remaining portion of the energy is kept inside the tank. 
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Fig. 5 Energy analysis for PTC on 28

th 
May 

 

 Figure 6 shows the energy analysis of the PTC system on 10
th  

June 2018, when the oil mass flow was 

0.024 kg/sec. The total radiated energy that incident on the receiver surface from the PTC was about 2614.33W-

h.60% of the total energy is converted to useful energy, while 72% ofthis energy converted to water heating, 

while 28% of it kept in the tank. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Energy analysis for PTC on 10

st
June 

 

 Figure 7shows the thermal efficiency of selected experimental days in four monthsstarting from 18
th 

March to the end of 21
st
 June. It was noted that the instantaneous effects of the system these days have changed 

from 43.85% to 69.33%. From above shows that March efficiency was less efficient than the following three 

months, which did not exceed 44.9% and the highest efficiency occurs in April, ranged between 56% and 

69.33%, while in May the efficiency did not exceed 60.8% and in June is about 48%. 
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Fig. 7 Instantaneous thermal efficiency for experiment days 

 

B. The performance curve of the PTC 

 The PTC performance curve is described in accordance with ASHRAE standard 93 (1986) under a 

steady state condition [14]. Theoretical efficiency is plotted against 
𝑇𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛 −𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏

𝐼𝑏
for all days of the experiment as 

shown in Fig. 8. The observed data in Figure can be associated as a linear relation, which is the best relation to 

represent this data and can be expressed the line equation as below. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Collector thermal performance curve 

 

η
𝑡ℎ

= 0.6461 −  1.3146 ∗  
𝑇𝑜 ,𝑖𝑛 −𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏

𝐼𝑏
      (19) 

 Where the intercept and slope have described the performance of the collector. By comparing Eq. (12) 

and Eq. (19) and 𝐹𝑅𝜂0 represent the intercept and its equal to 0.6461, while the 𝐹𝑅𝑈𝐿 𝐶𝑅  reprecents the slope 

and its equals to 1.3146. If compare the Eq. 19 with the other equations found by other researchers in similar 

works, it was observed that there was a great agreement in the form of the equation and thought to be within the 

acceptable limits. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 Through the experimental days on the PTC for four months we have observed that the instantaneous 

thermal efficiency of PTC increases with a decline in direct solar radiation and with increasing the temperature 

difference between inlet and outlet of HTF. So the maximum instantaneous thermal efficiency of PTC was equal 

to 69.33% on 17
th 

April 2018. And the maximum energy gain was in April and it was about 1698.76 W.h when 

the oil flow rates were 0.015 kg/s while the energy used for water heating reached 84% when the water flow rate 

was at the maximum amount 0.044 kg/s. the highest amount of the storage tank’s energy was 957.18 W.h. 
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